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What indicators and settings do people use for longer term
investing?

Hello all, I have a 401(k) plan that is restrictive in the fact that it is similar to a mutual fund (i.e. end of day). Next, they
have restrictions on excessive trading (in and out in thirty days). Also, the number of funds are limited, i.e. funds could
run out by switching frequently.

I would appreciate input from a technical standpoint about longer term settings for this situation. It could be longer
term settings for daily or weekly charts. This is something I want to glance at quickly so the decision stands out

without much debate.

A 20SMA on a weekly chart with a 13 force index seems to do the trick. http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&
p=W&b=5&g=0&id=p96552055202

I guess an RSI 14 cross of 50 might work too.

Thoughts?

investing  index  force  weekly

You said that it seems to do the trick.....If it's not broke, don't fix it.

You can make it as complicated as you want, but for your purpose...it looks good.

Peace....Trade_to_Live

http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=M&yr=15&mn=0&dy=0&id=p80644830268&a=244961822&listNum=6

John Murphy likes the EMAs 13/34 and I have used it for some.

I applied it to your chart and combined the 13/34 crossovers with the candlestick idea offeed by Petero as shown on
the chart attached.

I agree with TTL.
Since you seem happy with it, then if it ain't broke, don't fix it. But I'm guessing you are looking for some analysis. So
here's my humble 2 cents worth for your consideration.

Use Weekly Charts. Not daily charts. In your case, stick with weekly 20 SMA rather than daily 100 SMA chart.

This will reduce intra-week whipsaws and hence reduce excessive trading. You are only going to take the

1.
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(Sep 29 '11 at 23:13)Trade_to_Live

I use a 4yr weekly.... http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p08457306302

(Sep 30 '11 at 09:18)AR_stockcharts

thank-you TTL

(Oct 01 '11 at 09:05)AR_stockcharts

Thank-you Golfer
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end-of-week close to make your decision.

"I want to glance at quickly so the decision stands out without much debate." If this is the case, forget about the
Force Index. Just use a weekly candlestick and your weekly 20SMA. If the end-of-week candlestick closes below
your weekly 20SMA ... SELL. Vice versa for the BUY decision.

2.

So your chart will look like this: http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SPY&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p08733795905

Hope this helps.

You opened your question with something related to a mutual fund. A MF is institution and I know for fact that
institutionals react like a train, ie not fast. On the other had side, there are less train accident than there are cars.

Briefly, institutions mostly use what has a proven record, 50 and 200 MSs, although I feel in that regards it should be
EMAs rather than simple ones because theur calculations is based on more contemprary data. Now you will need
confirmation: Volume has got be more more than average. That is KEY. Second, add to that a trio os oscillators that
are not lagging: That is the MAs field. Reed the glossary to find to out. Beware of multicollinearity. Remember that you

can tweak their parameters and that no oscillator is factually better than another. Best of luck. ps: The current
environment is a most treaturous one. Go easy. Don't think you will get rich fast. Rich...

I think the 10 and 20 moving averages are pretty good on the monthly charts as well.

Try fooling around with sma and ema combinations. Good luck.

Interesting problem, AR_stockcharts. I've been thinking about it. Here is another suggestion, based on a few years of
chart watching. It does not rely on indicators, however, it is simple and unambiguous.

A good up trend advances on weeks with wide range and higher volume vs. recent weeks. These show up as
unmistakeably bullish solid white candles with solid volume and price making new trend highs. A good trend with life

still in it will rarely close below the low of a strong up trend week. If it does, at the very least a consolidation is due and
it is probably better to be out.

So this method would be: Enter after a price crossover (with strength) of the 13 week (or other) MA, then place your
mental warning stop under the low of the most recent strong trend week and move it up each time a new strong trend
week occurs. If the stop gets triggered, sell on a daily close below the low of the down week that hit the warning stop.

Occasionally the trend will only test these levels and resume, so it's probably worth it to wait for a second show of
weakness. If you do get stopped out, wait for a strong re-cross of the MA13 and repeat.

This should get you a good chunk of the trend and minimize whipsaws while requiring little time and few entries and
exits.

A couple of notes: this method's weakness is that you can miss some upside due to early exits. If you get sold out and
the trend resumes without ever going below the MA13, re-enter on the next strong trend day. The strength of the

method is that when the market does turn down, you will usually be out sooner (and therefore) higher than an MA
crossover. Bull markets usually end on a strong rally that moves price away from the MA, so this is a considerable
advantage.

Finally, if your funds provide only end of day data, you might be able to use the charts of the largest holdings or a
similar ETF as proxies. Good luck and thanks for the question.

(Sep 29 '11 at 23:38)Petero1298

To further avoid excessive trading, you could add a simple filter like ... BUY only if the end-of-week candlestick closes

above the weekly 20SMA for 2 consecutive weeks in a row. Vice versa for SELL.

1.

(Sep 30 '11 at 09:18)AR_stockcharts

Thank-you Petero

(Sep 30 '11 at 09:19)AR_stockcharts

Thank-you TA4U

(Oct 01 '11 at 09:06)AR_stockcharts

Thank-you AgTR
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